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About This Game

Pilot your plane and battle giant robotic monsters with unique capabilities in ten
fantastic settings. Then, take to the skies in online multiplayer dogfights and show

the world who's boss.

SKY BATTLES, requires strategy, skill and accuracy to bring down mighty
giant beasts bent on your destruction. Do you prefer to silence your

enemies with stealth, or firing a barrage of missiles?

Key Features

Eight monster bosses to defeat such as robots, sea monsters, dragons and Krakens

Ten original missions requiring boss defeats and gem collecting for levelling up

Customizable planes, each with their own weapons

In game power ups to increase plane abilities

Online multiplayer with four maps (and more coming!)
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Multi-Platform multiplayer pits you against PC/Mac/Mobile
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Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
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Peter Lacalamita
Publisher:
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This is basically Holoball, Holopoint and Racket NX in one, with some differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture

As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them £5 each. I view VR as a workout outlet
with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.. Chivalry with competent devs. I finished this game on
hard, was challenging. It is simple but addicting. But i recommend only for those who like dungeon crawlers (like legend of
grimrock 1).. basick appel is ok if your basick boiiii. I really want to recommend this game ,honestly. at the first 10 hours I
really enjoyed the game mechanic even though many said it was terrified
then the worst thing happened. it started to crashed rapidly ,mostly during you are sieging castles.
I was trying to look away from this problem. but it's getting worse ,it crashes upon almost every of your actions. even when you
loading saved gameplays
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I'vs tried every methods to fix this ,nothing worked

it's not worth even a dollar. Truly, a masterpiece I ever watched. This game is really really good on the vive! It´s nice with a
seated game for a change as well. It´s really well polished and the gameplay is absolutely amazing. This is a must have for VR.
For 10 bucks this is a no brainer. Get it. This Game SEEMED TO HAVE a great storyline, which I was thoroughly enjoying...
However, one major glitch caused my game to block me from progressing in the Mansion which the developer was so kind in
helping me with by sending me a new file to help me progress, but I lost all my own collectible stuff with that file. Once
progressed, and getting to another part of the game, (Graveyard and Regrets), the FPS dropped to 5 and the game was so choppy
it became unplayable. I really enjoyed this game, and hope to finish it at some point in the future. Maybe if the video options
were added to adjust for Medium or Low graphics, instead of just Ultra High and High? Or give players the options of turning
off particles in the options, especially since your requirements listed on Steam to be able to play the game are so low... My build
is way higher than your minimum requirement, and this game IS the ONLY game I have issues playing... Hopefully there will be
a future update to this game that will fix the issues I had... Unless you have a monster beast of computer to play games on with a
monster beast GPU as well, buyer beware .... Very good route, but again, not worth the money. Why make it so short? Marseille
to Avignon is a super short route. Can't they extend it to Lyon: then it will be worth the money. And also, there are many TGV
liveries which should be included in this: Ouigo, Camelion colour.... very limit number of towers, maps are pretty all the same.
Zombie attack from one or more direction in pretty much straight line. Not alot very replayalbe
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This game does not need to be in VR. It's boring, there's no strategy to it whatsoever, and the only thing you can do seems to be
aiming and shooting the same gun over and over at more-or-less static targets. Tanks cost thousands of silver and you get like 50
per match. There are no English VOs, and all the text is horrendously translated. There isn't even a weak-spot mechanic, not
even for rearward shots, so the only thing influencing your damage output is how much time and money you've sunk. The game
does not even support motion controls - the only "VR" thing you can do is look around. The interiors, the game's much-
advertised big feature, are identical between tanks. There is absolutely zero customization. The missions are repetitive and
nonsensical. The graphics are good, though, I guess.

> Load into mission
> Enemies appear
> Try to drive behind them for a flanking maneuver
> Invisible wall right in front of them
> Not even invisible, it glows and all

Drive your tank right through this Wang Weilin if at all possible.. My two cents on New York Bus Sim and New York Taxi Sim
both released at the same time, by the same devs. My immediate thought was because of the price. Their intent was to make a
couple\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665simulators and that's exactly what they did. Any publicity, is good publicity
right? Not really, but good job. As far as the games go, it's open and shut. They are pure garbage, Controls are terrible, UI was
done by a 12-year-old. The city or "New York" is clearly European. Same goes for the cars\/assets and the THUMBNAIL
doesn't even match you GAME NAME! Don't just take my word for it, give it a watch. Thanks!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q89nrLT7JBk. Pros:
-6 different piece types
-A lot of different pictures
-First time, in your life you can race with someone in a puzzle game.
-Thanks to flexible score system, you can play the game as competitive or comfortable.
-Sounds are powerful, you feel like playing a fantasy RPG.
-You can play 4 different mods by choosing copy or time options. They will effect your score.

Cons:
-So easy to get achievements.
-Took me a while to understand the score system, it could be easier.

My Score Is 8.7\/10. Bought 2014, maybe been 1 or 2 updates since then. Its 2019 now.. DO NOT BUY. So, there it is, Chapter
2

I honestly enjoyed chapter 1, but as I learned that Hotaru will be the main heroine this time, I was like "Oh no, I didn't really
like her in Chap 1"
BUT how wrong I was. The more I got to know about her, the more I got to like her. She really gives you a taste of heaven, like
she always says.

Chap 2 is storywise a little bit better than Chap 1. Lot's of silce of life and even a bit of drama. And not to forget that after
credits scene.

Characterwise, there is one new side character and one new main character, namely Ritsu and Rikka. Both are fitting into the
already awesome character cast very well. Aside from Hotaru, Alice comes to shine too!

The voice acting is flawless and a pleasure, there is really nothing to complain in my opinion.

The soundtrack is very simillar to chap 1 (some or even a lot of tracks are reused), which isn't bad at all, it's just Supipara-like.

The good thing about Supipara is always the amount of CG's and the quality of the game itself, just look at the screenshots, you
can even tell how good the quality is just by looking

As far as I noticed, there are only some very very minor things I didn't like. Firstly, there is no music in the main menu, and
secondly, the opening (which you can see at the steam store page) doesn't appear in the game.
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The playtime is around 15h, a little bit longer than chap 1

I sincerly wish that Momiji's chapter will be succesfully funded, hopefully it doesn't take years...
Seriously, Supipara was always very very high on my personal ranking and belongs even to my favorites! Chap 2 proves that..
Mobile Suit Gundam: Extreme Vs. with anime ♥♥♥♥♥♥s and horrible controls.. Without this game I wouldn't have a clue
what a Hurdy Gurdy was... because before this game I just thought it was a nonsense word. I live a fuller life now.
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